THE ACCELERATING EXPANSION OF THE UNIVERSE

By John Updike

Why should it bother Martin Fairweather? In his long, literate lifetime he had read of many revisions of cosmic theory. Edwin Hubble's discovery of universal expansion had occurred a few years before he was born; by the time of his young manhood, the theory of the Big Bang, with its overtones of Christian Creation by fiat—"Let there be light"—had prevailed over the rather more Buddhist steady-state theory claiming that space itself produced, out of nothingness, one hydrogen atom at a time. In recent decades, in astronomy as in finance, billions had replaced millions as the useful unit: a billion galaxies, a billion stars in each. Ever stronger telescopes, including one suspended in space and named after Hubble, revealed a swarm of fuzzy ovals, each a Milky Way. Such revelations, stupefying for those who tried truly to conceive of the distances and time spans, the amounts of brute matter and of vacancy seething with virtual particles, had held for Fairweather the far-fetched hope of a last turn: a culminating piece in the great skyey puzzle would vindicate Mankind's sensation of central importance and disclose a titanic mercy lurking behind the cosmic arrangements.

But the fact, discovered by two independent teams of researchers, seemed to be that not only did deep space show no relenting in the speed of the farthest galaxies but instead a detectable acceleration, so that an eventual dispersion of everything into absolute cold and darkness could be confidently predicted. We are riding a pointless explosion to nowhere. Only an invisible, malevolent anti-gravity, a so-called Dark Force, explained it. Why should Fairweather take it personally? The universe would by a generous margin outlive him—that had always been true. But he had somehow relied on eternity, on there being an eternity even if he wasn't invited to participate in it. The accelerating expansion of the universe imposed an ignominious, cruelly diluted finitude on the enclosing vastness. The eternal hypothetical structures—God, Paradise, the moral law within—now had utterly no base to stand on. All would melt away. He, no mystic, had always taken a sneaky comfort in the idea of a universal pulse, an alternating Big Bang and Big Crunch, each time recasting matter into an unimaginably small furnace, a subatomic point of fresh beginning. Now this comfort was taken from him, and...
he drifted into a steady state—an estranging fever, scarcely detectable by those around him—of depression.

Fairweather had not hitherto really believed in his own aging. He could see in the mirror his multiplying gray hairs, his deepening wrinkles, and feel his shortness of breath after exertion, his stiffness after sitting too long in a chair or a car; but these phenomena took place a safe distance from the center of his being. He felt essentially exempt from ruin. He had had a fortunate life.

He went to Spain with his wife as part of his good fortune. Their annual or semiannual trips to Europe had gradually exhausted the more obvious tourist destinations—England, France, Italy, Greece, Scandinavia. She had never been to Spain, and he only once before, on a hurried student trip that had left little trace in his memory. After Madrid and the obligatory day flight to Bilbao to see Frank Gehry’s titanium whale, they came south into the land where the Moors for centuries had facedown. His arms were pinioned by the relentless force at his back, and he foresaw that his forehead would strike the street’s hard surface. No sooner had this thought been entertained by his brain than the sensation of a momentarily blinding blow on his brow told him that the worst was over, that he would survive.

Automobiles were braking behind him. He raised his head in time to see two men on a moped turn down a side street and, smartly leaning in unison, delivered the crowd behind her, “I’m fine,” he said to his wife. He addressed the Spaniards: “Bueno. No problema.”

His wife, Carol, had once been a nurse. She still quickened to emergencies. She was staring intently at his face. So, with less disguised alarm, were the several Spaniards who had gathered behind her. “I’m fine,” he said to his wife. She was staring intently at his face. “Keep calm,” she told him levelly, as if he were crazed. “I’ll help you, darling.”

Fairweather was beginning to find her officious; but in moving his lips to protest he tasted something warm and salty. Then, as a walker in the woods realizes that a tickly swarm of midges have enveloped his head, he realized that he was bleeding down his face.

After removing his coat, Carol had handed him his own folded handkerchief and indicated that she should welded together by the pressure as the dark-haired thief struggled to hold onto his prize without losing his seat on the speeding moped. Fairweather’s thumped brain, he noted with satisfaction, was in excellent order, working very fast. But it had not been fast enough for him to reach up and pull his assailant down with him. He would have liked, very much, to have done that.

His wife, Carol, had once been a nurse. She still quickened to emergencies. She was staring intently at his face. So, with less disguised alarm, were the several Spaniards who had gathered behind her. “I’m fine,” he said to his wife. He addressed the Spaniards: “Bueno. No problema.”

His wife said softly, in her soothing emergency voice, “Darling, don’t try to talk. Let’s take off your jacket.”

“Keep calm,” she told him levelly, as if he were crazed. “I’ll help you, darling.”

Fairweather was beginning to find her officious; but in moving his lips to protest he tasted something warm and salty. Then, as a walker in the woods realizes that a tickly swarm of midges have enveloped his head, he realized that he was bleeding down his face.

His face had met the asphalt on the right eyebrow, the crest of bone there—a blood-packed site, he knew from old sports injuries. He saw the light: his wife, the eminently practical nurse, was worried that he would bleed on the new windbreaker. It had not been expensive, but it evidently outweighed his wound, his drama. As he gently peeled the coat from his shoulders, the crowd behind her, and the cabdriver who had braked in time to avoid running over him, started to offer advice, of which the most prominent word was policía. “Policía, policía,” they seemed to be chanting.

After removing his coat, Carol had picked his hip pocket, and now she handed him his own folded handkerchief and indicated that she should...
Fairweather felt exhilarated, striding through the antique streets holding a bloody handkerchief to his orbital arch while his wife—younger than he, with light blue eyes—trotted beside him holding his jacket, which, for all her concern, bore only a single drop of blood, now dried. “That son of a bitch,” he said, meaning the thief. “What all did you have in it?” he asked, meaning her shoulder bag.

“My wallet, without much money. The credit cards are the big nuisance. They can help me cancel them back at the hotel. If they can give me lemons and salt, I can get the blood out of the jacket.”

“Will you stop focusing on my blood! You knew when you married me I had blood inside me.” Why be angry at her? ¡Por qué? As if in apology, he said, “You always hear of things like this, but I never thought it would happen to me.” He corrected himself. “To us.” She was teaching him, this late in his life, feminism.

Carol in turn explained, “I was so concerned with staying on the side-
The first woman to be seen was Mrs. Fairweather, the desk clerk. "Then they called hotels," she said, "you never see real silk used anymore."
five players, and his old golf foursome had been dispersed to infirmity and Florida if not to the grave. One partner remained who shared Fairweather's old-fashioned aversion to riding a golf cart and was willing to walk with him; on a winter morning his hand-some photograph, twenty years out of date, popped up in the obituary section of the Boston Globe.

Other than the obituaries, newspapers had less and less in them that pertained to Fairweather—crucial sports contests, burning social issues, international crises, all took place over a certain horizon. A curvature of concern left him out of it. He was islanded. Even his doctors and financial advisers, the caretakers of his old age, were increasingly difficult to reach, hiding behind a screen of recorded messages and secretaries whose hurried, immigrant accents were difficult for Fairweather to decipher. If a heart attack or a catastrophic downturn in the market were to overtake him, he would be left clutching the telephone while shimming a stream of Vivaldi or soupy instrumental arrangements of old Beatles standards filled the interminable wait for the next available service representative.

As opposed to this, there had been the Spanish doctor, his firm velvet touch on Fairweather's brow, and the member of the policia providing in stoical silence a tour of the real Seville, and the swarthy young mugger, not necessarily a Gypsy but distinctly dark, with shiny black hair en brosse, his face inches away and touchingly contorted in the work of retaining his loot. In Spain, everything had felt closer.

Mrs. Fairweather, meanwhile, led an ever busier American life, with her committees and bridge groups and book clubs and manicure appointments. She had joined the universal dispersion of which Fairweather felt himself at the center. As she went off one day, she assigned him a small task that, she patiently explained, "even he" could do. Last summer she had decided, against his advice, to have the two heavy tall doors opening into the living room removed. "I hate stuffy rooms," she told him, unstoppably. "Air! Light!"

It made the house airier but (he pointed out in vain) harder to heat.

Too heavy for him to lift, the doors had been carried down to the barn by two young men and wrapped in a tarpaulin and leaned in a corner, against the remote possibility of their re-installation someday, if not by the Fairweathers then by the next owners—even the house, as his time in it dwindled, was flying from him. One of the doors had a blue doorknob, rare old cobalt glass, which Carol wanted to see installed where they could enjoy the sight of it. Could he possibly go down and take the knob off? "Really, a child could do it," she said.

The day was a clear one in February, with a cold breeze. The barn was a relic of the horse-and-buggy era, with several stalls and mangers and a large central space the Fairweathers had slowly filled with things they didn't have the heart or the imagination to throw away. Their children had left bulky deposits of schoolbooks, flat-tired bicycles, defunct toys, unplayable 33 1/2 r.p.m. records. Dead ancestors persisted in the form of framed diplomas, garden tools, and musty trunks stuffed with clothes and letters more ancient than the barn itself.

After a frightening moment of senile blankness, Fairweather recalled the padlock combination. The crooked barn doors creaked open. The interior held the dim, expectant hush of an abandoned church. The two living-room doors leaned in their beige tarpaulin against a wall six feet behind an old cherrywood corner cupboard that Fairweather had inherited when his mother died. The imposing three-sided cupboard had been a presence in his childhood, a choice piece of Pennsylvania cabinetmaking and a looming proof of his family's pretensions to respectability. In a child's view it emanated the grave mystery of ownership—to buy things, and then to have them all yours, and to have the state with its laws and enforcers keep others from taking them, had struck him as a solemn and central privilege. He could hardly bear to part with anything that was his. Even the
oldest clothes might be used as cleaning rags, or an outfit for a very dirty job, dirtier than this one.

A section of the corner cupboard with paneled doors formed the lower portion; upon it rested, with no attachment but gravity, a similar-size unit whose single large door held nine panes of wavery old glass. The shelves behind the glass used to be loaded with rarely used family china, its gleaming ranks changelessly presiding in the dining room while the child Fairweather played on the carpet and executed crayon drawings, much admired by his elders, at the dining table. When, after a long widowhood, his mother had died, the cupboard had seemed the most precious part of his inheritance, and he had saved it from auction and in a rented truck brought it up to Massachusetts from Pennsylvania. But none of his children had wanted it, or had room for it in their straitened living quarters, and Carol, whose sense of décor, formed in hospitals, favored a clean and bare look, didn’t see that their house, a stately neocolonial with more than its share of windows and radiators, had a place for it either. And so it had come to rest in the barn, waiting for someone to cherish it as Fairweather did and take it away.

Fairweather loved it because its delicately irregular old panes reflected into his mind the wobbly ghosts of his grandparents and his mother and father and Uncle Wilbur, a New Jersey dairy farmer who once had taken out his penknife and jimmed open the corner cupboard’s door during a humid summer visit. Uncle Wilbur had had an accent that Fairweather’s mother on that long-ago summer day (the air heavy with humidity. The New Jersey relative’s clever patience with his penknife had opened it and saved the day—that distant day—so that joyous exclamations arose from the visiting family members seated expectantly around the table. It was a trivial incident magnified by family closeness; it touched Fairweather to realize that in the level run of his childhood days so small a thing would stick up and cast a shadow that stayed in his memory. Uncle Wilbur’s knife-marks could still be seen on the edge of the delicate door; in New England’s drier climate it swung open easily.

With the enshrined china auctioned off, along with most of the rest of the family possessions, Fairweather had sentimentally filled the cupboard with his mother’s small treasures—pottery vases wearing a purplish brown glaze or a matte marbled pattern like endpapers, several baskets woven of multicolored straw, boxes holding arrowheads she collected as a young farm girl, her father’s hand-painted shaving mug, porcelain figurines (an elf with polka-dot wings, a baby robin in its tinted nest), some sandstone “rose-stones” acquired as souvenirs of her one trip West, some Sunday-school attendance badges and field-day blue ribbons that her only son had once been awarded. Fairweather had even saved in the cupboard her last pockebook, a plum black one with its catch on the top—its leather mildewed over the years, and inside it a pocket holding her driver’s license, her Social Security and Medicare cards, and a reminder for a doctor’s appointment scheduled for the week after she had, abruptly, died. All these things that had outlived usefulness, these souvenirs of a life of which Fairweather was the last caring witness, these remnants he lacked the will to discard, depressed him, deepening the low fever of depression in which even as modest a task as removing a blue doorknob seemed to make out, shifting his head to gain a clearer spot of vision, that there was no screw; in the hole where one should have been was something like a nailhead, which would have to be pulled with a needle-nosed pliers. He hadn’t brought pliers. Why was everything in life so difficult? To see a little better, to get the blue knob a few inches farther into the open, he hoisted the doors in their encumbering wrap toward him, so that they were vertical.

Suddenly he was being pressed, as he had been on that street in Seville, downward irresistibly, by a force he could not at first understand. Then he did understand: the doors were falling on him. Together the two substantial doors, fabricated in a weightier era, pressed him flat, facedown, onto a pile of old beaded boards he also, in thrift’s absurd inertia, was saving; his knees scraped on the rough edges, and splinters gouged the side of his right hand. As his brain registered these injuries he felt the weight of the doors continue to fall, past him; in the second before it happened he knew what was going to happen: they would slam into the top half of the corner cupboard, and it would topple from its perch on the lower half, and all would be smashed and scattered—arrowheads and badges and vases and baskets and figurines and the nine panes of irreplaceable old wavery glass in the finely made see-through door.

The crashing tumult, as he lay with shut eyes and stinging knees on the lumber, came in stages, had followed by worse, worse by worst, and then silence. Winter wind whispered in a high corner of the barn. A splinter of glass tardily let go and tinkled to the floor. All was destroyed, shattered, dispersed. Fairweather’s brain, working as fast as a knitting machine, had in a split second seen it all coming. For that split second, he had not been depressed.